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Abstract

A novel framework, for real-time action detection, recognition and evalua-

tion of motion capture data, is presented in this paper. Pose and kinematics

information is used for data description. Automatic and dynamic weight-

ing, altering joint data significance based on action involvement, and Kinetic

energy-based descriptor sampling are employed for efficient action segmen-

tation and labelling. The automatically segmented and recognized action

instances are subsequently fed to the framework action evaluation compo-

nent, which compares them with the corresponding reference ones, estimat-

ing their similarity. Exploiting fuzzy logic, the framework subsequently gives

semantic feedback with instructions on performing the actions more accu-

rately. Experimental results on MSR-Action3D and MSRC12 benchmarking

datasets and a new, publicly available one, provide evidence that the pro-

posed framework compares favourably to state-of-the-art methods by 0.5-6%

in all three datasets, showing that the proposed method can be effectively

used for unsupervised gesture/action training.

Keywords: Online human action detection, Online human action

recognition, Motion evaluation, Kinect, Skeleton data, Automatic
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joint/angle weighting, Kinetic energy

1. Introduction

Automatic human action recognition and detection constitute two widely

studied problems, mainly due to their numerous applications in domains

like gaming [1], computer vision [2], animation [3], surveillance [4], man-

machine interaction [5], robotics [6], etc. Till recently, the majority of the

relevant research works, mostly relied on color 2D/3D video sequences, RGB

image related visual features and Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) sen-

sors. With the advent of low cost, non-intrusive depth sensors like Microsoft

Kinect, research efforts are now devoted to the utilization of 3D skeleton joint

positions [1], as body part movement related features can be much more rep-

resentative of actions, and thus, more discriminative. However, issues related

to intra-/inter-person variability, random pauses, repetitions and nonlinear

stretching characterizing human motion, as well as body part (self-)occlusions

along with sensor inaccuracies, also constitute major challenges to be faced.

Recently, research efforts have also been devoted to motion capture data

analysis, motion detection and recognition, widely known as human motion

evaluation. Research in this field, is mainly exploited in applications for

interactive gaming [7], rehabilitation [8], self-learning platforms for practising

and conquering sports [9], dance [10] and martial arts [11].

In this paper, a framework implementing real time analysis of long ac-

tion sequences, is proposed. Segmentation of input sequences into their

constituent action instances as well as recognition of each action instance

are initially performed, followed by evaluation of action execution. As de-
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picted in Figure 1, motion capture data, and more specifically skeleton 3D

joint positions, constitute the only input required. Human action detec-

Motion capture data

Reference 
motion data

Semantic feedback

Action detection / 
recognition

Action
evaluation

Detected 
motion data

Figure 1: Proposed human motion analysis method pipeline.

tion/recognition component segments the input sequence into time intervals

containing a single action instance each, while also recognizing action in-

stance types. Subsequently, each detected instance is compared to a training

sample of the same class, a priori selected and considered as reference, for

motion evaluation. Based on the differences between the detected and the

reference instance, semantic feedback, indicating ways of performing the ac-

tions in a manner more similar to the ground truth (reference) is provided.

Moreover, indications concerning the movement of the several body parts

can be given until user motion becomes identical to the reference motion

instance, or till some specific, user determined, similarity degree.

The action detection/recognition component of the devised framework is

inspired by the work of Meshry et al. [12], though introducing significant ex-

tensions. In brief, not all 20 joints used by [12] are utilized, while automatic

feature weighting at the frame level, is also employed, with the weights being

calculated based on the volumes and areas created by the several body seg-

ments, throughout the action sequences. In addition to this, Kinetic energy
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(KE) is also introduced in the descriptor sampling stage, so that vectors of

the most representative action poses can be selected for codebook construc-

tion, inspired by [13]. In this way, descriptive codebooks arise clustering

much fewer vectors than the ones needed when randomly selected, resulting

in very satisfactory detection and recognition results. Finally, a new dataset

is also presented, composed of 656 3D human joint data sequences depicting

15 exercises performed by 15 individuals.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. A review of the related

work in the field is presented in Section 2, our Action Detection-Recognition-

Evaluation framework is described in Section 3, experimental evaluation is

detailed in Section 4 and finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 5.

2. Related Work

Several research works, addressing both action recognition and detec-

tion problems based on motion capture data, have been published in the last

decade, either regarding human motion sequences as time series or approach-

ing the two problems from machine learning perspective.

Skeletal pose and kinematics information is employed in [12], aiming for

the detection of action instances as the sub-intervals with the maximum score

sums in unsegmented motion sequences. Human pose and motion shape anal-

ysis on Riemannian shape space are performed in [14], so that motion units,

decomposing actions into their constituent basic motions, can be identified.

Repeated cycles of such motion units denote repetitions of the same action,

thus leading to sequence segmentation. Riemannian geometry is also ex-

ploited in [15] framework, in an attempt for handling 3D skeleton data in an
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execution rate invariant manner. The shapes formed by skeletons and their

evolution in time are studied as trajectories, using Kendall’s shape frame-

work, while SVM classification is finally performed. Atomic action templates,

i.e., key frame tuples, are extracted from 3D human skeleton coordinates,

based on KE in [13], and used as spatiotemporal action representations for

classification and subsequent segmentation of human motion sequences.

Significantly fewer works focus on action detection, especially the online

case, as localizing actions is much more challenging than recognizing them

in pre-segmented sequences. One such work is presented in [16], addressing

action detection with the aid of sliding window search and SVM classifica-

tion. Feature selection is performed to cope with the high dimensionality

of the features used, and temporal pyramid construction to ensure captur-

ing of multi-scale temporal information. A novel feature, namely Structured

Streaming Skeleton (SSS), is proposed in [17], describing skeletons by fea-

tures denoting the similarity degree of the motion segments ending at some

frame with a priori learned movements on the joint level, and thus, segment-

ing and recognizing motion sequences at the same time. Proposing a new

descriptor, capturing both 3D pose and kimenatics known as the Moving

Pose, Zanfir et al. [18] report low latency action detection and recognition,

with the aid of a sliding window of learned size and a modified kNN classifier.

Similarly, a fixed sliding window is employed by [19], introducing the action

point concept for temporally anchoring actions. Skeleton based features are

combined with an optimized Hough transform, based on weighting, aspir-

ing to perform both human action segmentation and classification, in [20].

To this end, several skeleton-related features and normalizations are studied.
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Real time human action segmentation and recognition are achieved in [21], as

a result of the combination of two devised frameworks, Kernelized Temporal

Cut (KTC) and Dynamic Manifold Warping (DMW), the former performing

realtime segmentation handling human motion data as structured time se-

ries, and the latter spatiotemporally aligning the time series, thus, calculating

similarity between motion data through manifold learning.

A new descriptor, consisting of pairwise joint angle affinities is introduced

in [22], combined with HOG features calculated on depth images, while joint

positions constitute the features represented through class specific dictionary

learning, exploiting geometry constraints, group sparsity and temporal pyra-

mid matching in [23]. In a project engaging with robotic support for elderly

people [24], a novel framework incorporating both human activity recogni-

tion and prediction is introduced. Utilizing 3D skeleton data captured by

Kinect sensor, Factored Four Way Conditional Restricted Boltzmann Ma-

chines (FFW-CRBM) can automatically evaluate their classification perfor-

mance and retrain themselves if necessary with the aid of sequential Markov

chain contrastive divergence (SMcCD) training algorithm, which is also intro-

duced. A two-level, hierarchical framework is introduced in [25]. Part-based

clustering, is initially performed, splitting action instances based on their

dominant body parts, followed by 3D skeleton-based feature extraction only

from the aforementioned body parts and subsequent classification through

action graphs. Salih et al. [26] propose hierarchical Modified Spherical Har-

monics (MSHs) for spatiotemporally modeling skeleton data static poses and

selected joint displacements, DTW for the alignment of the MSHs levels and

Extreme Learning Machine (ELM) for classification. Covariance matrices
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of the 3D skeletal joint positions over time are constructed in [27], for the

representation of motion sequences sustaining temporal information through

the incorporation of matrix computations over temporal sub-intervals and

fed to a SVM classifier. Only 12 out of the 20 3D skeletal points estimated

from Kinect depth images suffice for the representation of human postures

as histograms of 3D joint locations (HOJ3D) and the efficient recognition of

actions, encoded as temporal sequences of poses, by HMM classifiers in [28].

Finally, a novel way of human action modeling, encapsulating a new feature,

namely Local Occupancy Pattern (LOP) as well as a new representation,

retaining pattern temporal order, are presented in [29] by Wang et al.

Research attempts addressing the problem of human motion evaluation

are even fewer, with the vast majority made during the last 2 decades. One

such approach with a network of body sensors providing the inertial data

required for baseball swings evaluation, employing clustering techniques is

presented in [9]. Movement transcripts are generated and inter-segment co-

ordination is measured, based on which user feedback is produced. A marker-

based optical motion capture system constitutes the capturing component of

the dance training system proposed in [30]. The acquired data are matched

to pre-recorded reference ones and compared based on joint positions, veloc-

ities and angles, while visual as well as numerical feedback are subsequently

provided. In the interactive dancing game presented in [7], user motion data

are captured, recognized and analysed so that the virtual partner displayed

can be animated appropriately in real time. Joint angle differences are used

for frame matching, continuous block matching for temporally aligning the

movements and block matching cost for the identification of the deviation of
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the user movement from the template one. Contrary to all these approaches,

marker-less motion capture is performed in the automatic dance performance

evaluation framework proposed in [10], in which human motion data are rep-

resented as sequences of pure quaternions, thus resulting in a framework

employing quaternionic vector-signal processing methodologies.

3. Proposed Method

3.1. Human Action Detection/Recognition Component

As already mentioned, online action detection and recognition constitute

the core of the proposed framework, and are based on Efficient Linear Search

(ELS) approach [12], diagrammatically presented in Figures 2, 3 and briefly

detailed in the following paragraphs.

Load training 
sequences

Extract local 
features

Build 
codebook

Construct training
histograms

Train binary linear
classifiers

Learn action
threshold θc

Figure 2: ELS method training phase overview.

To begin with, local features capturing both skeleton and kinematics in-

formation at the frame level are calculated on 3D skeleton joint positions.

The aforementioned features, called gesturelets, form descriptors, emerging

by combining the Moving Pose [18] and the angles descriptor [19] with ap-

propriate weighting. All or a subset of them are subsequently clustered into

a codebook, so that compact, descriptor invariant action sequence represen-

tations can be obtained, exploiting Bag-of-Gesturelets (BoG) model power.
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The resulting histogram representations are then fed to binary linear classi-

fiers, each one trained to identify a specific action and, based on their weights,

thresholds for the detection of each action are estimated (Figure 2) [12].

Trigger detection 
if maxSum > θc

Load test
sequence

Weight feature based 
on its cluster group 

weight

Add feature weight 
in the max

sub-interval sum

Extract local 
features

Figure 3: ELS method testing phase overview.

In the test phase, presented in Figure 3, after estimating local features

for the sequence under consideration, 1D arrays of length equal to that of the

sequence are constructed, and filled with the weighted sums of the sequence

gesturelet features for each candidate action. Thus, action interval detection

can be achieved by finding the maximum subarray sum [31], while action

detection is triggered at some frame with sum exceeding action thresholds, θc,

estimated during training. Action interval end is signaled by the appearance

of negative point scores after action triggering, while slight modifications on

this criterion, allow using this method both online and offline [12].

As is, ELS method and especially the Moving Pose descriptor employed,

neglect several facts, inextricably linked both to action recording with the

aid of depth sensors, such as Kinect, and to human action abundance. To

elaborate, it is a matter of fact that depth sensors are quite accurate, espe-

cially when there are no (self-)occlusions and the actions are not performed

very quickly or abruptly. This may be the case for most of the captured
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joints, however things tend to be slightly different for limb joints, and espe-

cially for the hands and feet, which tend to be inaccurately detected and/or

tracked, thus leading to noisy 3D joint position data. To this end, omitting

these joints, both from the descriptor and from all subsequent calculations,

is considered wise also presuming that none of the adopted datasets contains

actions in which crucial involvement of these joints is encountered.

On top of that, it should not be disregarded that not all body parts par-

ticipate in every human action, as well as that even the ones participating

are not equally important. Thus, applying joint weighting was attempted,

automatically calculating joint weights based on the volumes and the areas

formed between the limbs and the main body at the frame level (i.e., dynam-

ically). To cast light upon the automatic weighting extraction procedure, a

brief description of the underlying theory is subsequently provided.

Figure 4: a) N-pose or neutral pose; volume Vs, areas As1 and As2 are approximately

equal to 0 for all body segments s, b) vectors âs, b̂s and ĉs form volume Vs in a random

pose and c) areas As1 and As2.

Let us consider the standing body pose (Figure 4a) as ‘neutral’ (N-pose),

and its joint positions as reference ones. Pose differences relative to N-pose
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are used to weight the joints, taking the articulated structure of the human

body into account. Thus, the volume and the areas formed between the bone

vectors are ideal for giving information regarding the role of a joint during

gestures and, therefore, during actions, since their values are approximately

equal to 0 in N-pose, as depicted in Figure 4a.

Weighting extraction segments the body in 5 parts, one for each of the

four limbs and one for the trunk (pelvis, thorax, head). For each part, 3

vectors are formed: ~as parallel to the spine, ~bs for the upper and ~cs for the

lower limb bone, as shown in Figure 4b. The triple scalar of the unit vectors

âs, b̂s and ĉs gives the volume Vs = âs ∗ (b̂s× ĉs) for segment s, while |âs× b̂s|

and |b̂s × ĉs| give areas As1 and As2, respectively, depicted in Figure 4c.

Finally, assuming that the maximum weight is assigned to a segment when

the corresponding limb is totally stretched and, therefore, the triple scalar

tends to zero (Figure 5a), Vs is calculated taking joint angle criteria into

account, as shown in equation 1.

Vs(θ1, θ2) =



âs ∗ (b̂s × ĉs) 0◦ ≤ θ1 ≤ 90◦, θ2 > 90◦

2− âs ∗ (b̂s × ĉs) 0◦ ≤ θ1 ≤ 90◦, 0◦ ≤ θ2 ≤ 90◦

3− âs ∗ (b̂s × ĉs) θ1 > 90◦, 0◦ ≤ θ2 ≤ 90◦

4− âs ∗ (b̂s × ĉs) θ1 > 90◦, θ2 > 90◦

(1)

Accordingly, A1s(θ1) and A2s(θ2) are given by equations 2 and 3.

A1s(θ1) =

|âs × b̂s| 0◦ ≤ θ1 ≤ 90◦

2− |âs × b̂s| θ1 > 90◦
(2)
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A2s(θ2) =

|b̂s × ĉs| θ2 > 90◦

2− |b̂s × ĉs| 0◦ ≤ θ2 ≤ 90◦
(3)

Utilizing both the volume Vs and the areas As1, As2 for joint weighting

is necessary, since on the one hand, Vs is the main weighting component,

incorporating all 3 vectors and constituting a holistic weighting metric for

segment s, and on the other hand, volume elimination due to bone parallel

positioning (e.g., Figure 5b), can be balanced using the areas As1 and As2.

Figure 5: a) Body pose with maximum limb activity (all four limbs fully extended). b)

Joint angle conditions allow for correct weighting when the volume formed by vectors âs, b̂s

and ĉs is eliminated.

Given the calculated volume Vs and the areas As1, As2, equations 4 and

5 give segment s weight ws at frame f , while the weight ws,j of joint j of

segment s is calculated by equation 6. Equations 7, 8 and 9 give the weights

wsa, wsb and wsc of the end joints of the vectors ~a, ~b and ~c, respectively.

âs ⊥ b̂s ⊥ ĉs → VsMax = As1Max = As1Max = 1 (4)

ws = Vs + (1− Vs) ∗ (A1s + A2s)/2 (5)

ws,j = ws/Ns,j (6)
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wsa = A1s/(A1s + A2s) ∗ ws,j (7)

wsb = 2 ∗ ws,j (8)

wsc = A2s/(A1s + A2s) ∗ ws,j (9)

The 2D array containing body weights at frame f is given by equation

10, with the sum of its elements being equal to 1 (equation 11). Ns = 5

denotes the number of the segments, while Ns,j the number of the segment

joints. Finally, Wf is multiplied by the normalized positions of the segment

joints.

Wf =


w1,1 .. w1,Ns,j

w2,1 .. w2,Ns,j

...
. . .

...

wNs,1 .. wNs,Ns,j

 (10)
Ns∑
s=1

Ns,j∑
j=1

ws,j = 1 (11)

The underlying weighting theory, can be perceived more easily taking a

closer look at Figure 6, schematically presenting the key frames of a CVD

dataset exercise, namely Standing Obliques. As can be seen, starting from

Figure 6: Key frames of CVD dataset exercise Standing obliques with weights presented

as spheres on the joints, with their colour and size indicating joint weight value.
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a standing position with both arms bent at head height, the right knee is

lifted to the side, the trunk is simultaneously bent towards the same side and

finally the body returns to its initial pose. The spheres positioned over the

joints represent the corresponding weights, with their color becoming more

intense and their size increasing relative to the weight, while the four black

ones denote the joints not taken into consideration (i.e., the hands and the

feet) since they provide no useful information for any of the studied actions.

Also looking at Figure 7, the joint with the most significant change is the

right knee, since the right leg starts being close to its neutral pose, bends

and reverts to its original pose. Accordingly, the weights of the other two

Figure 7: Weight distribution plot of CVD dataset exercise Standing obliques emphasizing

on the joints mostly involved in the action.

right leg joints, namely the hip and the ankle increase as the leg is lifted and

afterwards decrease. Moreover, due to the fact that during the action the
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angles formed by the two arms also slightly change, elbow weights are also

modified, with the left one increasing and the right decreasing.

Apart from the above, it has also been noticed that in the original ELS

implementation, if the training set descriptors are fewer than 50000, they

all take part in the BoG step, in which codebook construction is performed,

while otherwise they are randomly subsampled. Considering the case of an

action being performed once quickly and once slowly, it becomes obvious that

redundant descriptors, which cannot substantially contribute to the creation

of the most descriptive codebook possible, emerge. However, they do par-

ticipate in the procedure and, in fact, they are more likely to be selected

than other descriptors which may be more discriminative, due to their abun-

dance. A more elaborate and action-oriented way of selecting the descriptors

to be clustered into the codebook was thus required. To this end, the idea

of exploiting the information provided by KE values [13], was adopted.

As already known, the KE of a point object is given by:

Ek =
1

2
mυ2 (12)

Considering human skeleton as an ensemble of point objects (i.e., the joints)

whose mass is of no interest, KE at frame f can be calculated as the sum of

the KEs of its joints j. Denoting joint positions by p, KE of some joint j at

frame f is, thus, given by equation 13 while entire skeleton KE by 14.

Ej
f =

1

2

(
υjf
)2

=
1

2

(
pjf − p

j
f−1

∆T

)2

(13)

Ef =
1

2

N∑
j=1

(
pjf − p

j
f−1

∆T

)2

(14)
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Taking the above into consideration, it can be easily deduced that in

the case of human skeleton, KE is zeroed/minimized when all the joints are

stationary, as is the case right before every motion direction change. As

also proven by Shan et al. [13], KE local minima can help identify extremal

positions in actions, which can be regarded as key poses for subsequent ac-

tion description, resulting in satisfactory action detection and recognition.

Skeleton KE local minima and maxima are, thus, also calculated by the pro-

posed framework at the frame level, so that the respective descriptors can be

selected for codebook construction.

In detail, making the assumption that all the motion sequences have to

be represented by the same number of descriptors, D, during codebook con-

struction, D is estimated by the division of the number of descriptors of the

entire dataset and the number of descriptors to be kept (e.g., half the de-

scriptors). Afterwards, KE local minima and maxima are calculated for each

Load training 
sequences

Extract local 
features

Build 
codebook

Construct training
histograms

Train binary linear
classifiers

Learn action
threshold θc

Joint selection 
and weighting

KE based 
descriptor sampling

Figure 8: ELS method contribution overview (addition of the dash-dotted joint selec-

tion/weighting and KE-based descriptor sampling).

motion sequence, and only the ones closer to the sequence global minimum

or maximum KE values are retained. In case the corresponding descriptors
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are less than D, some more are randomly selected, while if they are more, the

ones corresponding to frames with KE value closest to the mean sequence KE

are discarded. In this way, selection of the most important descriptors as well

as reduction in the number of the descriptors to be clustered, are attempted,

thus resulting in the clustering only of the most descriptive features, avoiding

redundant ones and reducing the time required for the clustering procedure.

These two contributions are presented with dashed-dotted arrows and

rectangles in Figure 8, depicting the proposed method training phase.

3.2. Human Action Evaluation Component

Motion capture data are segmented into action instances and labelled by

the action recognition/detection component, and thus action evaluation can

subsequently be performed. More specifically, the captured motion data are

spatiotemporally compared to reference actions, originating from the train-

ing set, so that semantic feedback can be provided to the user along with

instructions for improving action execution form.

For this purpose, the motion data processing pipeline depicted in Figure 9,

is proposed. Initially, spatiotemporal alignment of the detected and reference

Spatial
alignment

Temporal
synchronization

Evaluation

Fuzzy logic

Semantic
feedback

Motion data evaluation
Reference 

motion data

Detected 
motion data

Figure 9: Proposed human motion evaluation component pipeline.
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actions is performed. Before data analysis, bone normalization is applied,

as a preprocessing step aiming to prevent erroneous analysis due to body

structure differences. Afterwards, action spatial alignment is achieved using

the rotational offset between the bodies, extracted by the shoulders and torso

3D positions [32]. It is worth noting that the sequences are of the same action,

thus the comparison is not affected by spatial alignment and is performed

exclusively on the 8 limb joints, i.e., the elbows, wrists, knees and ankles.

Applying multivariate Dynamic Time Warping (m-DTW) on the 3D joint

positions and KEs, motion data are temporally aligned and synchronization

feedback can be obtained. The 3D joint position and linear velocity errors

are subsequently calculated and normalized, enabling statistical joint error

analysis. Error statistics are fed to a fuzzy logic engine developed to produce

semantic feedback, including information regarding the action similarity to

the reference as well as the most erroneous limbs and joints, while also pro-

viding instructions for improving action performance. It is worth noting that

the proposed method can function even with slightly different actions, since

the analysis is based on normalized error values, while a minimum similarity

threshold can be manually set, so that the actions can be considered similar.

4. Experiments

Experimental evaluation of the proposed method on two public datasets

and a new one, introduced in this paper, is presented in the following sections.

4.1. CVD Exercise Dataset

In the context of PATHway H2020 project, funded by the European

Union and aiming to aid cardiac rehabilitation (CR) teaching patients how
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to manage their cardiovascular disease (CVD), a new dataset was collected,

composed of exercises specifically selected to help patients sustain a min-

imum of physical activity and get healthier through it. A subset of this

dataset, consisting of 15 exercises performed by 15 subjects (4 female and 11

male) 2-3 times each, resulting in a total of 656 sequences and 28979 frames,

was used for the evaluation of the proposed framework1. Data capturing was

performed at 30 frames per second (fps) by one Kinect sensor facing the user.

The exercise sequences were pre-segmented and the subjects were advised to

perform unilateral exercises using their right limbs for some repetitions and

their left limbs for the rest. Key frames of some of the exercises are presented

in Table 1, along with the corresponding tracked skeletons.

4.2. MSRC-12 Dataset

The Microsoft Research Cambridge-12 dataset [33] is a large public ges-

ture dataset for action detection, comprising of 594 unsegmented sequences

depicting 30 subjects performing 12 gestures. It was captured by Kinect

sensor, at 30 fps and contains 6244 gesture instances and 719359 frames in

total. The 3D positions of 20 body joints are provided along with annotation

files, denoting the action points [19] at which action detection should be trig-

gered. More specifically, the included gestures are: beat both, bow, change

weapon, duck, goggles, had enough, kick, lift outstretched arms, push right,

shoot, throw, wind it up and the data were acquired giving different kinds of

instructions to the participants.

1CVD dataset is publicly available at http://vcl.iti.gr/maadre
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Table 1: Sample CVD dataset exercises.

Exercise Key poses

Standing gluteus medius

Side step knee-elbow

Lateral lunge

4.3. MSR-Action3D Dataset

The MSR-Action3D dataset [34] is a public benchmark depth map and

skeleton sequence dataset for action recognition, consisting of 567 pre-segmented

sequences of 20 actions, performed by 10 subjects 2-3 times. It was captured

with the aid of a depth camera using infra-red light at 15 fps and contains

23797 samples frames with 20 3D joint positions for each of them. The

constituting actions are: bend, draw circle, draw tick, draw x, forward kick,

forward punch, golf swing, hammer, hand catch, hand clap, hand wave, high

arm wave, high throw, horizontal arm wave, jogging, pickup & throw, side

kick, tennis serve, tennis swing, two side-boxing, and subjects were asked to

perform unilateral exercises with their right arm or leg. Alike most works

reporting results on this dataset, 10 sequences were omitted, due to missing
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or highly erroneous data, thus resulting in 557 sequences in total [29].

4.4. Human Action Detection/Recognition Experimental Results

4.4.1. CVD Dataset

The cross-subject experimental setup used in [12] was adopted for the

evaluation of the proposed method on the CVD dataset. For the action recog-

nition experiments, half of the available subjects, namely {1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13}

constituted the training set, and the remaining the test set. The same ex-

periment was performed 5 times, with a different codebook each, and mean

classification accuracy is reported. Table 2 summarizes our method perfor-

mance both on the pre-segmented dataset and on the segments that emerged

after automatic detection on the randomly concatenated test set samples.

Table 2: Comparison results of action recognition experiments on the CVD dataset.

Method
Classification Accuracy

pre-segmented auto-segmented

Meshry et al. [12] 97.76% 97.19%

Proposed 98.54% 98.04%

Taking a closer look at Table 2, it can be noticed that in both cases the

proposed approach outperforms ELS, using half the descriptors employed by

the latter, chosen based on their KE, and applying joint weighting. Taking

this into account, the importance of exploiting motion information as well

as the discriminative power of weighting are highlighted, as also confirmed

by Table 3, in which experiments applying KE based sampling and joint

weighting, independently, are presented.
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Table 3: Comparison results of action recognition experiments on half the descriptors of

the pre-segmented CVD dataset, applying KE sampling and joint weighting, separately.

Method Classification Accuracy

Meshry et al. [12] 93.28%

KE sampling (only) 96.30%

Weighting (only) 98.04%

While ELS accuracy reported in Table 2 was achieved using all the dataset

descriptors, the corresponding accuracy in Table 3 achieved employing only

half the descriptors, as is also the case with the proposed method, is substan-

tially lower. Exploiting KE for descriptor sampling, instead of performing it

at random, though, seems to aid in retaining the most important descriptors

and thus the most discriminative information. Similarly, the contribution of

joint weighting on efficient action recognition, is highlighted by the fact that

the proposed method outperforms ELS not only in case they both use half

the dataset descriptors (Table 3), but even when the latter is applied on the

entire descriptor set, in which case its accuracy is 97.79% (see Table 2).

Splitting of dataset subjects in two halves was also employed for action

detection. The subjects used for training in this case were {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7}

and the experiment was run 100 times, randomly alternating sample concate-

nation order. The mean F-scores reported in the first row of Table 4 were

obtained regarding as accurate those detections triggered within 10 frames

(i.e., 333ms) from the ground truth segment end. In the following row, the

overlap between the ground truth action interval and the detected one con-

stitutes the factor determining whether the detection can be considered as
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Table 4: Detection mean F-score results on CVD dataset.

Meshry et al. [12] Proposed

∆ = 333ms 0.85 0.89

Overlap 0.2 0.91 0.96

positive or not. Again, the proposed approach outperforms ELS.

4.4.2. MSRC-12 Dataset

Adhering to the experimental setup introduced by [33], for each of the

instruction modalities of MSRC-12 dataset, the ‘leave-persons-out’ protocol

was adopted, keeping the minimum subject subset containing all the gestures

as test set and employing all the others for training. Ten such experiments

Table 5: Comparison mean F-score and standard deviation results of action detection

experiments on the different modalities of MSRC-12 dataset at 0.2 overlap ratios.

Sharaf et al.

[16]

Meshry et al.

[12]
Proposed

Video - Text 0.684±0.074 0.921±0.126 0.983±0.008

Image - Text 0.687±0.099 0.894±0.085 0.905±0.007

Text 0.558±0.092 0.788±0.139 0.851±0.012

Video 0.669±0.082 0.895±0.068 0.927±0.009

Image 0.598±0.082 0.858±0.086 0.894±0.010

Overall 0.639 0.871 0.912

were performed and the resulting mean F-score for the test sets is reported.
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The dataset annotation provided by [27], considering action instances to

begin at the annotation start and end at the frame annotated as action

point, is also employed, so that comparable results can be obtained.

Table 5 summarizes detection results for relative temporal overlap per-

centage to the ground truth annotation at least 0.2. It can be easily observed

that in all modalities the proposed approach outperforms both [16] and [12],

achieving state-of-the-art results. Furthermore, it should be noted, that the

mean F-score standard deviations of our method are the lowest reported,

which is indicative of the robustness of the method, highlighting the fact

that the results are not affected by the test data to a great extent.

4.4.3. MSR-Action3D Dataset

Following the cross-subject experimental setup introduced in [34], action

recognition results obtained on the pre-segmented MSR-Action3D dataset

using half of the subjects (i.e., {1, 3, 5, 7, 9}) for training and the remaining

half for testing, are reported in Table 6. Mean average results over the 3

Action Sets on 5 runs with different codebooks are presented and alike [12],

parameter fine tuning is performed on the training set and used universally.

It should be noted that the results achieved by the proposed method,

applying joint weighting and using only half of the available descriptors are

comparable to the state-of-the-art reported by Luo et al. [23], slightly out-

performing them, while also outperforming ELS method [12], which does not

perform descriptor sampling for codebook construction in this dataset.

Similar recognition accuracy was obtained after randomly concatenating

sequences and performing action recognition on the automatically detected

segments, as reported in Table 7. As was also the case with the CVD dataset
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Table 6: Comparison results of action recognition experiments on the pre-segmented MSR-

Action3D dataset.

Method Classification Accuracy

Li et al. [34] 74.70%

Wang et al. [29] 88.20%

Hussein et al. [27] 90.53%

Zanfir et al. [18] 91.70%

Meshry et al. [12] 96.05%

Luo et al. [23] 96.70%

Proposed 96.77%

(see Table 2), the results on the pre-segmented data are slightly higher than

those on the automatic segments. This can be attributed to the fact that the

segments may contain irrelevant frames, while other important frames may

be missing, making them ‘unclear’ and thus burdening recognition.

Table 7: Comparison results of action recognition experiments on MSR-Action3D dataset

after automatic segmentation.

Method Classification Accuracy

Shan et al. [13] 84.0%

Sharaf et al. [16] 91.1%

Proposed 96.2%

As far as action detection for 0.2 overlap ratio is concerned, Table 8 shows

that the proposed method outperforms ELS in detection mean average pre-
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cision, while the opposite happens with F-score, which remains competitive,

though. The reason for this, is that the devised technique for joint weighting

Table 8: Overlap detection mean average precision and F-score on MSR-Action3D dataset

at 0.2 overlap ratio.

Method MAP F-score

Meshry et al. [12] 0.902 0.930

Proposed 0.915 0.919

is more effective on actions with a greater range of motion than the ones con-

tained in the MSR-Action3D dataset. This was also verified by the fact that

Action Set 3, which contains the most complex and ‘active’ gestures was the

one on which the proposed approach achieved the highest recognition results

in all the performed experiments, as shown in Table 9.

Table 9: Mean action recognition results on MSR-Action3D dataset Action Sets.

Experiment AS1 AS2 AS3

pre-segmented 94.7% 96.2% 96.3%

automatically segmented 94.9% 95.8% 96.1%

To sum up, the proposed human action detection and recognition ap-

proach has been proven to be very effective on all three datasets, outper-

forming other methods and achieving state-of-the-art results. Thus, auto-

matic and dynamic weighting can be considered to enhance the descriptor

discriminative power and KE-based descriptor sampling also seems to result

in more descriptive codebooks.
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4.5. Human Action Evaluation Experimental Results

Feeding detected and reference actions to the evaluation component, the

motion data are analyzed and, using the proposed fuzzy engine, semantic

feedback is retrieved, as described in Section 3.2. For demonstration pur-

poses, 3 different actions from the 3 presented datasets are evaluated, with

the semantic feedback and the corresponding frames presented in Table 10.

In order to facilitate reader understanding of joint velocities, the flow of the

joint movements is also rendered.

The first evaluated action is MSR-Action3D Draw X. As shown in Table

10, both the position and velocity highest errors are detected at frame 26, and

thus the semantic feedback provided instructs the user on how to perform

the action for achieving higher similarity with the reference motion at this

time instance. Even though the two actions seem to differ significantly at

the frame with the highest errors, watching the corresponding supplementary

video2, it can be easily perceived that the spatiotemporally aligned actions

are of high similarity (as evaluated by the system).

CVD dataset Standing gluteus medius exercise is subsequently evaluated.

It is worth mentioning that after spatiotemporal alignment, the errors be-

tween most of the joints are numerically close to the maximum mean joint

error. In this case, the mean normalized position and velocity errors are high,

while semantic feedback is retrieved for further performance improvement.

Feeding the motion data calculated statistics (total as well as per joint mean

and standard deviation of the joint motion features) to the fuzzy engine,

2Supplementary videos can be found at http://vcl.iti.gr/maadre
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Table 10: Semantic feedback and corresponding frames. The detected and reference skele-

tons are depicted with red and white colours, respectively. Bold text indicates the fuzzy

inferences.

Semantic Feedback Detected Frames

D
ra

w
X

-
H
ig
h

S
im

il
ar

it
y
!

The highest POSITION error is detected at

Left Wrist, at the Latest temporal phase

(frame 26) of the movement. Please,

position your Left Wrist Left and Down,

at this time instance.

The highest VELOCITY error is detected

at Left Wrist, at the Latest temporal

phase (frame 26) of the movement. Please,

move your Left Wrist Down and

Backwards at this time instance.

S
ta

n
d
in

g
gl

u
te

u
s

m
ed

iu
s

-
H
ig
h

S
im

il
ar

it
y
!

The highest POSITION error is detected at

Left Wrist, at the Latest temporal phase

(frame 38) of the movement. Please,

position your Left Wrist Left and Up, at

this time instance.

The highest VELOCITY error is detected

at Left Ankle, at the Early temporal

phase (frame 10) of the movement. Please,

move your Left Ankle Right and

Forward at this time instance.
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B
en

d
-
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w

S
im
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y
!

The highest POSITION error is detected at

Right Wrist, at the Latest temporal phase

(frame 13) of the movement. Please,

position your Right Wrist Right and

Down and Forward at this time instance.

The highest VELOCITY error is detected

at Left Wrist, at the Latest temporal

phase (frame 13) of the movement. Please,

move your Left Wrist Down and

Backwards at this time instance.

allows similarity calculation. In particular, one of the fuzzy rules, based on

the assumption that the performed actions have mean normalized error close

to the maximum mean joint error and high standard deviation, as depicted

in Figure 10, stipulates that the similarity is high.

Figure 10: Surfaces of similar actions. The mean and the standard deviation of all the

normalized joint errors are high.

Bend action from the MSRC-12 dataset is finally evaluated. In this case,
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erroneous motion capture has occurred due to self-occlusion when bending,

resulting in high detected joint errors and, therefore, low similarity.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, a novel framework for motion analysis is proposed, per-

forming action detection/recognition and evaluation based on motion cap-

ture data, employing pose and kinematics information for data description.

Motion specific characteristics are exploited for efficient data weighting and

KE features are introduced in the construction of the BoG-based data rep-

resentation. Evaluation of the automatically detected and recognized action

instances is subsequently performed, and semantic feedback is provided in

the form of instructions for conquering the performed actions. Experimen-

tal results on three public datasets denote the effectiveness of the proposed

framework, since it outperforms recently proposed state-of-the-art methods

by 0.5-6%. Experiments performed applying weighting and KE sampling,

separately, highlight the significance of the framework’s contribution. The

performed evaluation has also been proven accurate, providing insightful

feedback, which can be easily perceived and adopted in order to master the

actions. Thus, the proposed framework can be used for unsupervised physi-

cal exercise training in several applications, since it can perform a complete

motion analysis, based on motion data captured with any of-the-shelf device.
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